VIRTUAL KIT CAREER FAIR

AN EVENT BY KIT-CAREER-SERVICE

MAY 4th + 5th, 2021 I 9.00 -15.00
NETWORK WITH OUR STUDENTS, DOCTORAL RESEARCHERS AND ALUMNI AND SHOW POTENTIAL EMPLOYEES THAT YOUR COMPANY IS AN ATTRACTIVE PLACE TO WORK FOR.

BOOKING PERIOD: DECEMBER 1st-14th, 2020
Booking request www.karrieremesse.kit.edu/buchungsanfrage.php

For the second time the KIT Career Fair will take place as virtual event in cooperation with our partner meetyoo. Get a first impression of the platform by watching this video.
FAIR STAND

STANDARD STAND

• standardised design (integration of company logo and profile included)
• 3 personalised avatars
• written chat and video calls possible
• 6 uploads (job advertisements etc.)
• integrated advertising and communication services such as posters, newsletter and Facebook

1.900 € zzgl. USt.

PREMIUM STAND

• Individual design adaptation (integration of company logo and profile as well as other individual design options)
• 6 personalised avatars
• written chat and video calls possible
• unlimited number of uploads (job advertisements etc.)
• integrated advertising and communication services such as posters, newsletter and Facebook

2.300 € zzgl. USt.

* You need one device for each member of your staff with camera and audio function and a stable internet connection. Before the fair, your team will get an invitation to a preparatory webinar by meetyoo

** For the video calls one of the browsers Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox must be installed.
ADDITIONAL MODULES

ADVERT & VIDEO-SCREEN

- Your advertisement will appear online in the Career Service Portal. In addition, you will receive a video screen at your trade fair stand, on which you can place an image video, for example, to give visitors a comprehensive impression of your company.

1,000 € zzgl. USt.

ADVERTISING PACKAGE

Become an advertising partner in the virtual KIT Career Fair and benefit from increased logo presence, etc:
- in the outdoor area and exhibition foyer of the virtual fair with direct link to your exhibition stand
- to the website of the KIT Career Fair
- on the Facebook page of the KIT Career Service
- on a banner on the KIT campus

2,000 € zzgl. USt. limited available

APPLICATION PROFILES

- Read interesting application profiles and CVs of KIT students and doctoral candidates already one day before the start of the virtual KIT Career Fair and with a duration of four weeks in the Career Service Portal. Even after the fair, you will have the opportunity to establish direct contact with promising young professionals.

400 € zzgl. USt.

EXHIBIT

- Are you interested in displaying an exhibit at your virtual stand?
  Contact us.

Price on request
ZUSATZMODULE MESSEPROGRAMM

LECTURE

- You give a presentation of up to 30 minutes on a specialist topic, an innovation or a specific job description live via a webcast-tool from our partner meetyoo.
- Your presentation will be held in the virtual auditorium at a previously determined time can be seen.
- Afterwards you have up to 30 minutes to answer the questions of your visitors* live (orally).
- Your presentation will be available for registered visitors to the fair in the following be available for four weeks.

1,500 €
zzgl. USt.
limited available

COMPANY PRESENTATION

- You take a short introduction of your company of up to 15 minutes as a video in the run-up to the event.
- Your presentation will be shown in the virtual auditorium at a previously determined time can be seen.
- Afterwards there will be a 15-minute live group chat, in which visitors can ask their questions in writing and your speaker or your referee will reply in writing.
- Your presentation will be available for registered trade fair visitors will be available for another four weeks.

500 €
zzgl. USt.
limited available

KIT – The Research University in the Helmholtz Association
CONTACT US

WE ARE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU PERSONALLY HOW TO FIND YOUR IDEAL FORMATS.

The technical and creative implementation is carried out in cooperation with our partner meetyoo.

CONTACT

Team KIT-Karrieremesse

karrieremesse@kit.edu
+49 (0)721 608 - 45663 Project leader
+49 (0)721 608 - 45846 Sales & Distribution
+49 (0)721 608 - 45666 Fair Programme & Marketing
www.karrieremesse.kit.edu
KIT-Karrieremesse on Facebook